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Project Management Solutions 
 

Optimise for Success with MS Project for Web
Project management has one simple goal, to help the team involved in managing projects achieve their  
objectives quickly and easily. For any given project, this means ensuring it is delivered in line with all  
pre-defined requirements, on time and within budget. Managers in businesses large and small often oversee 
multiple projects at any one time. This involves juggling the people, tasks and goals for each project and  
ensuring they are all on track. With so many moving parts, it can quickly become disorganised. As the  
demand rises for project mangers, as does the rise for good project management tools and software.

Project management software delivers tangible business benefits by providing relevant and reliable  
information that project stakeholders can have confidence in. This is done by obtaining good data and  
processing it effectively to present real-time reports for review to allow employees to see and prioritise what 
to action. 

Why Choose Storm Technology? 
 

As a leading Microsoft Gold Solutions partner, Storm Technology has over 25 years 
experience expanding the possibilities of what digital technology can achieve for 
our clients. Providing the technology and business skills required to harness the  
latest technology trends while keeping a firm eye on your unique business needs and  
objectives.

As the only Microsoft Gold Project and Portfolio Management Partner based in 
Ireland, Storm works closely with your business to implement strategies for project 
and portfolio management providing a roadmap for delivery that aligns with your 
organisational goals and objectives. At Storm, we leverage best-in-class Microsoft 
technologies to deliver real-time insights improving strategic decision making. 

Collaboration 
Communication gaps can create unnecessary bottlenecks in project management, wasting time 
and resources. Project stakeholders often have many ongoing work responsibilities making it hard 
for meetings to be the primary way to communicate and collaborate. One of the main benefits 
of Project Management solutions is the way in which it facilitates effective collaboration and  
communication. With easy file sharing access, the team can work together regardless of location.

Project Governance
Every project comes with potential risks, bottlenecks and change requests. However the job of a 
good manager is to identify these potential issues and employ effective solutions. The advantage 
of project management software is that it allows for better project governance, identifying these 
issues earlier and allowing managers to enhance their skills which will improve overall team 
efficiency and better overall project efficiency by preventing further project delays.

Easy Integration
Project management solutions can integrate with other critical business applications which can 
save users time switching between applications and make it easier to always stay on top of project 
tasks. An integrated solution connects all of your business processes, boosting productivity across 
the board.

Better Project Planning
One of the key benefits of a project management system is automation of project planning and 
scheduling. Taking the guesswork out of project estimations, automation enables managers to 
build a solid foundation for their project by harnessing the tools at their disposal to accurately 
scope out roles, key objectives and milestones.  It also allows managers to easily keep up-to-date 
and track progress against goals as you go.



Microsoft Project for Web 
 

Boost Project Planning and Profitability
One of the most recognised names on the market, the Microsoft Project suite of products brings together the 
tools and data project managers require to ensure project profitability and success.

Cloud-based project management solution Microsoft Project for Web provides simple yet powerful capabilities 
that can be used by project managers and their teams to thoroughly plan and manage work of any size. Built 
on Microsoft Power Platform, Project for Web includes key project tools such as Project Home, Roadmap, along 
with a new project management experience, one that accommodates the requirements of both the professional 
and the occasional/informal project manager.

Features of Project for Web

“ According to PWC, digital project management software
 increases performance and found that 77% of high performing 

projects use project management software “

Do more with smart integrations 

Project for Web is built on Microsoft Power Platform, allowing for easier integrations with the  
various components of Power Platform and Microsoft 365. In addition, this makes building custom  
integrations easier than ever before, making Project for Web the best possible project management 
solution for organisations seeking deeper system integration and enhanced flexibility.

 Power Apps
 Expand the possibilities of Project for Web with low-code solution design to build and    
 manage custom business applications. Designed for the mobile world, Power Apps can be                
 built for web or mobile.

 Workflows
 Take advantage of Power Automate’s effortless integration capabilities and automate  
 repetitive processes to save time and boost productivity.

 Microsoft 365 
 With native system integration, make full use of familiar Microsoft 365 tools. For example the 
 creation of each new project in Project for Web will create a new Microsoft 365 group  
 making it easier to manage projects and collaborate.
 
 Microsoft Teams
 Enable better collaboration with integration to Microsoft Teams, strengthening communication 
  and enabling users to keep on top of project tasks and timelines regardless of physical  
 location.

Project Home
Stay in control with a birds-eye view of all active and important projects via the Project Home screen.

Roadmap
Build visual, interactive roadmaps across projects in Project Online, Project for Web, and Azure Boards.

Project Team Set Up
Manage a project team by adding and removing members and setting the working calendar.

Flexible View Formats
Improve workflow and status monitoring with flexible views including, hierarchical grid, timeline and board 
view.

Summary Tasks
Plan, manage and track deliverables or phases using summary tasks.

Task Scheduling 
Use task start and end dates, effort, work and dependencies to get an accurate schedule of project dates

Dependencies
Set and visually track dependencies between tasks.

Out-of-Box Reporting
Understand project, program, portfolio and resource data using out-of-box reporting.

Custom Reporting
Tailor out-of-box reports or create bespoke reports from scratch to align reporting with your unique  
business goals.

Dashboards/Portals
Share information quickly and easily with customised portals and dashboards.



Get in touch
Storm Technology is an Irish owned and operated Microsoft 
Business Technology Consultancy and Solutions Partner. We 
specialise in building solutions that enable our clients to 
gain better value faster from their technology investment.

Dublin   Galway
The Capel Building  Galway Bus. Park
Mary’s Abbey   Upper Newcastle Rd.
Dublin 7   Dangan
D07 N977   H91 RWF1

T: +353 1 416 1226
E: info@storm.ie
W: www.storm.ie


